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NOTE:  It is possible that more than one answer is correct and this test 
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1. The timekeeper has given the signal for half time too early. The referees keep 
the players on the court to play the remaining time. Team B was in possession 
of the ball. 

 
a) Team B will remain in possession of the ball when the game resumes. 
b) The game will resume with a referee throw. 
c) A new coin toss will decide which team takes possession of the ball. 
d) Team B will begin with goalkeeper throw. 

 
 

2. In the following situations, a time-out is obligatory: 
 

a) Disqualification or exclusion 
b) Suspension of a player 
c) Suspension of an official 
d) 6m-throw 

 
 

3. How many players from the same team can be simultaneously marked as 
goalkeepers?  

 
a) 1 
b) 2 
c) 3 
d) 4 
 
 

4. A7 is out with a suspension. Team A is in possession of the ball and before a 
change of ball possession (turnover) A7 enters the court. The referee whistles 
and stops the game. 

 
a) Time-out. Second suspension for A7. Free throw for team A 
b) Disqualification for A7. Free throw for Team B. Team A has to be 

further reduced on the court 
c) Time-out. Additional suspension that causes a disqualification of A7. 

Team A has to be further reduced on the Court. Free throw for team B. 
d) No more punishment because of “Fair Play” 
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5. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A1 has thrown the ball to A5, the 
defending goalkeeper B12 runs out of his own goal area and makes a direct 
physical contact with A5 and by pushing him, A5 loses the ball. 

 
a) Repeat of the throw for team A 
b) Disqualification of B12. 6m-throw for Team A. Only A5 is allowed to 

execute this 6m-throw 
c) Disqualification of B12. 6m-throw for Team A. Every player who is 

eligible to play is allowed to execute this 6m-throw 
d) 6m-throw for Team B, with the subsequent suspension of B12 
 

6. In a “Shoot-Out” situation after goalkeeper A12 has thrown the ball to A2, the           
defending goalkeeper B5 runs out of his own goal area and catches it freely. 

 
a) The throw is over 
b) Disqualification for B5. 6m-throw for team A 
c) 6m-throw for Team A 
d) Repeat of the throw for team A 
 

7. Goalkeeper A12 controls the ball in his goal area. He tries to throw the ball for 
a long pass to A3 but the ball goes back to his own goal. 

 
a) Goal for team B. One point is awarded 
b) Goal for Team B. Two points are awarded 
c) Repeat of the goalkeeper throw 
d) Free throw for team B 
 

8. Goalkeeper A1 controls the ball in his goal area. Then he throws the ball into 
the playing area, he runs after the ball, picks it up and scores a goal. 

 
a) Goal. Two points are awarded for team A 
b) Free throw for team B 
c) Free throw for team B. Suspension of A1 
d) Repeat of the goalkeeper throw for team A 
 

9. Serious unsportsmanlike conduct by team official A from team A. The referee 
whistles and stops the game. 

 
a) Time-out. Suspension to official A. Team A has to be reduced on the 

court. Free throw for team B. 
b) Time-out. Suspension to official A. Free throw for team B 
c) Disqualification of official A. The official must leave the court. No 

further report. 
d) Time-out. Disqualification of the official A. Team A has to be reduced 

on the court. The official must leave the court. Free throw for team B. 
Report to the authorities. 
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10. At the end of the first half team A has received 2 suspensions. How many 

players will start the game for team A at the beginning of the second half? 
  

a) 2. One goalkeeper and one court player until the first change of 
possession of the ball. 

b) 3. One goalkeeper and two court players because only one suspended 
player may be substituted 

c) 4. One goalkeeper and three court players 
d) 5. One goalkeeper and four court players 
 

11. Both referees whistle for the same infraction by A7. Court referee gives free 
throw for team B and suspension to A7 and the other referee gives 6m-throw 
for team B. Which decision is correct? 

 
a) 6m – throw 
b) 6m – throw for team B and suspension to A7 
c) Free throw for team B and suspension 
d) Joint decision. A time out is obligatory 
 

12. Suspension of a defending player combined with awarding a 6m – throw. The 
attacking team scores a goal. 

 
a) The suspended player may be substituted after the goalkeeper throw 
b) The suspended player may re-enter the playing court after the 

goalkeeper throw 
c) The suspended player may be substituted or re-enter the playing court 

after a change of possession of the ball 
d) The suspended player may re-enter the playing court after 2 minutes. 
 

13. Goalkeeper A1 is standing in his own goal area and takes the ball that is in rest 
into the goal area. He throws the ball directly to the opponent goal. 

 
a) Goal for team A. One point is awarded 
b) Free throw for team B 
c) Goalkeeper throw for team B 
d) Goal for team A. Two points are awarded 
 

14. Goalkeeper A12 participates in the game in the playing area. A7 passes the 
ball to him and when he is “in flight” he scores a marvellous goal 

 
a) Goal. Two points are awarded to team A, because A 12 is a 

goalkeeper.  
b) Goal. Four points are awarded to Team A, because he is a goalkeeper 

and scores “in flight.“ 
c) Goal. One point is awarded to team A, because he scores from the 

playing area.  
d) Goal. Tree points are awarded to team A, two points for A 12 as a 

goalkeeper and 1 point bonus for “in flight.“ 
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15. A5, B2, and B4 are three players who wear socks and they want to take part in 
the game. 

 
a) The wearing of socks and bandages is permitted 
b) Only one player of each team may play 
c) No. It is not permitted 
d) If the referees agree it is possible 
 

16. A3 passes the ball to A4 who takes the ball and puts it on the ground for 5 
seconds. Then he picks it up and scores a goal. 

a) Goal 
b) Free throw for team B 
c) Goalkeeper throw for team B 
d) Free throw for team A 
 

17. A2 is ready to take a 6m throw. He is standing in the correct position. After 
the referee’s whistle one of his feet slides on the sand and crosses the goal area 
line before the ball has left his hand. He throws the ball and scores a goal. 

a) Goal 
b) Repeat of the 6m throw 
c) Goalkeeper- throw for team B 
d) Free throw for team B 
 

18. Free throw for team B. B2 who is standing just outside the goal area line of 
Team A and receives the ball from B4. He scores a goal. 

  
a) Goal 
b) Free throw for team A 
c) Team B takes a repeat throw. Correction of the position of B2 
d) Free throw for team A. Suspension of B2. 
 

19. A7 is standing just outside of the goal line area ready to take a 6 m throw. 
Goalkeeper B1 takes his position five meters away from the goal line. 

 
a) Play continues 
b) Correction of the position of B1 
c) Execution of the throw after whistle. If B1 saves the goal, A7 has one 

more chance. 
d) Execution of the throw after whistle. If B1 saves the goal, A7 has one 

more chance. Suspension of B1 because of the player unsportsmanlike 
conduct. 
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20. Team B prepares for a goalkeeper throw. The goalkeeper B1 has the ball, he 
jumps and throws the ball directly and scores a goal against team A. 

 
a) Repeat the throw 
b) Goal. Two points are awarded 
c) Free throw for team A 
d) Goal. Three points are awarded (because the goalkeeper scores a goal 

“in flight”). 
  

21. Ten minutes before the start of the game, official from team A spoke to the 
captain of team B, in an unsportsmanlike manner. Captain of team B took sand 
from the ground and threw the sand into the officials face. What is the correct 
punishment? 

 
a) Verbal caution to official of team A 
b) Disqualification of the official of team A. Report to the authorities 
c) Verbal caution to the captain of team B 
d) Disqualification of the captain of team B. Report to the authorities 

 
22. Ten minutes before the start of the game, two officials (one from each team) 

began assaulting each other. What is correct action for the referees to take? 
 

a) Both officials get a verbal caution. 
b) Both officials receive a disqualification. Report to the authorities. 
c) Both teams can only start the game with 3 officials. 
d) Both teams can, as usual, start with 4 officials each.  
 

23. Team A has played without making any attempt to score a goal. Referees have 
shown the forewarning signal for passive play. Then, just before the court 
referee is going to whistle for passive play, the attacking team request for a 
team time-out. The game is being restarted as follows; 

 
a) The referees whistle directly passive play 
b) The referees show the forewarning signal to emphasise that the 

warning is still in effect. 
c) Team A is allowed to start their attack from the beginning. 
d) Team A has 30 seconds to make an attempt to score a goal. 
 

24. An official from team A is insulting the referees in a proactive way, when he 
is standing in the substitution area. Two minutes prior to this, the official 
received a verbal caution for the same action. What is correct reaction from 
the referees? 

 
a) One more verbal caution. 
b) Suspension 
c) Disqualification 
d) Exclusion 
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25. Team A’s goalkeeper is in possession of the ball, when the delegate of the 
match whistles to receive the referees attention. He informs you that team A, 
in the substitution area, have 2 players and 2 officials who are not listed on the 
score sheet. They have not interfered in the match. What is correct action? 

 
a) Disqualification of the two players. Restart the game with free throw 

for team B and reduce team A by two players on the court until next 
change of possession of the ball. 

b) Disqualification of the two officials. Restart the game with free throw 
for team B and reduce team A by two players on the court until the 
next change of possession of the ball. 

c) Verbal caution of the two players and the two officials. You restart the 
game with a free throw for team B. 

d) You tell the scorekeeper to enter the players and officials onto the 
score sheet and restart the game with a throw in accordance to the 
situation before you stopped the game. 
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1. A. 2:13     11. B. 17:8 

2. A, C, and D. 2:14    12. A, B. 16. Comment 2(b) 

3. B. 4:8     13. D. 9:6 

4. C. 4:14     14. A. 9:6 

5. C. 9:10,16:6(d), 16:10   15. A. 4:10 

6. A. 9:9 Comment    16. B. 7:2 

7. C. 12:2, 9:1    17. D. 14:6 

8. B. 12:3, 5:7, 13:1(a)   18. C.  13:6, 15:1 

9. D. 4:6, 16:6(e), 16:8,16:9   19. A. 14:8 

10. C. 16 Comment 2    20. B. 15:2, 9:6  

 

 

21. A, D.  16:16 

22. B, D.  8:7, 16:16 

23. B.  Clarification 4 

24. C.  16.2 b, Subst. Area reg. 9 

25. D.  4:4 


